CAP’N CRUNCH- BLUE – COLOUR WAR SONG 2013
VERSE 1:
Hold me tight,
And don’t let go,
When we part, we both know,
We’ll round the bend,
Camp will disappear,
There goes the home that we hold dear,
PRE CHORUS:
Hold me now,
We’ll keep in touch some how,
We’ll be back again,
But until then,
CHORUS:
Close beside Tamakwas waters,
Sloping hills of green,
Last time on these shores together,
I never wanna leave,
Stands the fairest camp for campers,
Fairest for you and me,
Nothing can replace this feeling,
Here on South Tea.
VERSE 2:
The islands fade into the lake,
Just for one last time,
Now 15, last year you can be with me,
Soon to be wistful memories.
PRECHORUS
CHORUS
BRIDGE:
Keep camp in our hearts,
These shores on our minds,
The time will come,
To leave the city behind,
Cross arms one more time,
I will never leave you behind.
PRECHORUS
CHORUS

TRIX– YELLOW- COLOUR WAR 2013
VERSE 1:
This is our place its our time to get away
The years spent and friendships bring us back another day
We all want to stay on the shores of south tea
Where the memories created will be apart of me (hold)
VERSE 2:
Tomorrows not the end it’s just another day
Don’t shed a tear tonight cuz we’re not supposed to stay
Summer has to end it cannot last forever
Ill see you next year when we will be back here together
CHORUS:
BOYS: Show me a place where we can be alone
GIRLS: Hold me together it’s just you and I
And kiss me our love will leave a legacy
To others it’s a mystery
Together we’re a family (hold)
VERSE 3:
Today is not goodbye or see you never
The Tamakwa flame inside our hearts will always treasure
As we cross our arms hand in hand and hold each other tight
Take in everything around you cuz we only have (pause) tonight
BRIDGE:
The first time we got here
The first time I saw you
Remember the first night
Can’t believe it’s the last night
As we look at the stars they burn so, so bright
So hold me so close and hold me so (hold) tight
CHORUS
(No Music)
To others it’s a mystery
But together we’re a family
Will always be a family (hold)

LUCKY THE LEPRECHAN - GREEN - COLOUR WAR 2013
VERSE 1:
Among the trees, among the green,
The sweet summer breeze,
Here among strangers that become our family,
Oh Tamakwa one of a kind,
In a few old cabins, a home you’ll find.
CHORUS:
This is my home, year after year,
I cherish the memories I’ve made here,
The taste of a perfect place, lost in time,
The faces the places forever in my mind,
No matter the colour, of the days that may change,
Let’s say this together,
This place is mine, yours, ours forever.
VERSE 2:
I’m thinking of a brand new golden day,
Reflecting the moments and the memories I’ll take,
Of all the tears, of all the fears, the smiles and the frowns,
Of all the firsts, of all the lasts, what was lost and then found,
These seconds last, I know that we can’t waste,
This is our lodge, our camp, our place.
CHORUS
BRIDGE:
The smell of the summer may be fading,
I may leave the shore but I’ll be waiting,
To return again, I’ll find my way,
Carrying the memories of yesterday,
And it won’t be long ‘til I round the bend.
CHORUS X 2

COUNT CHOCULA- RED – COLOUR WAR 2013
VERSE 1:
Fast forward to the years from now,
Your little girl says tell me how,
You spent your summers when you were a kid,
I wanna know just what you did.
PRECHORUS:
When everything’s changing,
One things always remaining,
Your memories that you have from this place,
When you are asked to reflect on your past,
Think about what you will say.
CHORUS:
The crazy cheers at dinner,
The water boiling winner,
The campfires and the canoe trips too,
The 6k on the 15 day,
The headwind on Canoe Bay,
Most of all I’ll remember you.
VERSE 2:
You won’t forget about that moonlight kiss,
Or the taps that you will always miss,
Beside your friends on that starry night,
Never forgetting how they shined so bright.
VERSE 3:
From Robbie’s point to Beaver Dock,
Remember when we hiked to Peace Pipe Rock,
Your friendships here you will always hold close,
These are the days you’ll remember the most.
PRE CHORUS
CHORUS
BRIDGE:
I will do anything, anything to be back here,
I will do anything, anything now it’s so clear,
I will do anything, anything not to get lost in the years,
I will do anything, anything to be back here.
CHORUS X 2

